An account of recent progress in scale levels of shear instability in solids under loading is given.
Initially, the loss of shear stability takes place at the microlevel in localized zones of the crystal lattice. Stress microconcentrators formed at structural heterogeneities cause local rearrangement of the crystal lattice in specific crystallographic directions. These local structural transformations are manifested in the initiation and motion of dislocations as fragments of another crystal lattice, Fig. 1(a) .
The crystallographic character of the dislocation motion that does not coincide with the axis of loading necessitates the self-organization of dislocation ensembles according to given boundary conditions (the specimen axis must remain unchanged). As a consequence, the dislocation ensembles form dissipative substructures within the original internal structure of a specimen, Fig. 1(b) . Such dissipative substructures provide vortex plastic flow according to the scheme "shear+rotation" and are classified in [3, 6] as mesoscale level I. At deformation the density of dislocations (and of other defects) increases and when a particular critical value is reached, the loss of shear stability occurs in local areas of a specimen as a unit. Structural rearrangements may take place over large distances and in arbitrary directions but not only in crystallographic ones. This scale level of shear stability loss is classified in [3, 6] as mesolevel II. New types of defects appear at mesolevel II, viz. mesodefects: such as disclinations and banded structures of different types (microbands, microtwins, martensite plates, etc.), Fig. 1(c) . They form in the vicinity of stress mesoconcentrators and propagate over large distances through a great number of structural elements, irrespective of their crystallographic orientation. Mesodefects contain both shear and rotational strain components. They cause threedimensional mesovolumes of different mesoscales (subgrains, grains, their conglomerates, elongated blocks of material) to move within a solid under deformation. It is, in effect, the fragmentation of a specimen as a unit and must be classified as its prefracture state.
Finally, a macrostress concentrator develops in a deformed solid which gives rise to two parallel or conjugate macrobands penetrating through the entire cross-section of the specimen, Fig. 1(d) . It is global loss of shear stability of a deformed specimen which manifests itself as neck formation and a drop in the applied stress. Macrobands are characterized by highly local-ized material rotations. Two conjugate macrobands differ in the rotation rate. Therefore necking is accompanied first by fragmentation of the specimen and then by crack propagation as a compensating rotation mode. The fracture of a specimen is the closing stage of its fragmentation at the macrolevel.
In the case of brittle fracture the area of the macrostress concentrator is very localized. Both the localized shear and the main crack develop simultaneously, penetrating, step by step, through the entire cross section.
3. In the general case the plastic flow of a loaded material begins at the microscopic scale level described by a three-stage stress-strain curve. The basis for the three-stage shape of the σ-ε curve is three types of shears [7] : -the shear followed by unconstrained material rotation and its associated stage of easy slip; -the shear accompanied by constrained material rotation accounting for multiple slip and its associated stage of linear hardening, and -the shear attendant by crystallographic rotation of the structure element of deformation which is responsible for the nucleation of a vortex-type dissipative structure and the relevant parabolic stage of the σ-ε curve.
In addition, two more stages appear in the integral σ-ε curve as stages on their own right: stage of slight work-hardening (stage 4) and stage 5 corresponding to the descending portion of the σ-ε curve related to the necking effect. The results obtained in [7] suggest that stages 4 and 5 are associated respectively with the mesoscopic and macroscopic shear stability loss by a loaded solid and, in turn, have a three-stage structure of their own. While the localized plastic flow on the mesoscopic scale level occurs against the background of a heavy strain at the microscopic level, the integral values of stresses for stage 4 in the σ-ε curve do not reveal its three-stage structure. In the latter case it is evident solely as a modulated dislocation flow at the mesolevel and can be detected by measuring the differential characteristics. In Ref. 7 the fractal dimension Df specifying the surface roughness was employed as a characteristic of this sort. Fig. 2 illustrates the σ-ε and Df-ε diagrams for polycrystalline flat specimen of as-received D16 duralumin sheet. From this figure it can be noticed that the extended fourth stage of the σ-ε curve is characterized by a discrete set of patches Df-ε reflecting the three-staged evolution of the mesoscopic alloy substructure in this stage of deformation. If one suppresses the quasi-homogeneous deformation at the microlevel and initiates plastic flow directly at the mesolevel, the mesoscopic stages of the process will be clearly visible in the stress-strain diagram.
Necking at the macroscale level of the shear stability loss is also characterized by a threestaged drop in the applied stress and coefficient Δσ/Δε [7, 8] , Thus, at all scale levels the shear stability loss by a solid under deformation is a three-stage process based on three types of shear found in a specimen under loading. It is the gradual evolution of the three types of shear which determines the three stages of the development of the votex-type dissipative structures at all scale levels. This leads us to suggest the following definition of the scale invariance principle for a solid under loading: the mechanisms, carriers and corresponding stages of the stress-strain curve are scale invariant.
Clearly the deformation stages may not all show up in different types of materials and loading conditions. (1) and discontinuous change of fractal dimension as a function of strain (2); D16 duralumin alloy, tension at 293 K.
4.
In the physical mesomechanics a mathematical description of the motion of the bulk structure elements depends upon the model adopted and the challenge to be met. Let us consider the approach discussed in [2, 6, 7] which offers handy means for illustrating the foundations of the physical mesomechanics. A solid under loading is simulated in [2, 6, 7] as a set of mesovolumes that can move according to the pattern "shear+rotation". The motion of dislocations at the microscale level is classified as an accommodation process and treated using gauge theory. In accordance with [2, 6, 7] the mechanical state of such a heterogeneous system is characterized by the behavior of the vortex mechanical field described by the following equations: are the gauge field stress tensor components; C"p are the elastic constants; ρ is the material density; / is the dimension of the structure levels of deformation, D { is the fractal dimension. a
As can be seen from Eq. (2) the inhomogeneity of the primary slip (rot S ) μ gives rise to a curvature of the solid whose rate is characterized by dR"/dt. If the increasing curvature is localized it can be accommodated in two ways: 1) by accommodational defect flows represented in Eq. (4) for (rot R ) μ ; 2) by crack development at the point of the localized curvature which causes a solid to fail.
In the general case the rotors of primary slip (Eq. (2)) and of accommodational flows of strain-induced defects (Eq. (4)) are not the same at the structure level i. Because of this, the law of conservation of the moment of momentum is not valid for a single structure level. For this law to hold under given boundary conditions several structure levels are to experience self-consistent deformation. Consequently, the law of conservation of the moment of momentum for all kinds of defect flows in a heterogeneous medium can be written as [2, 4] :
i=l Eq. (5) describes the law of structure levels of deformation of a solid. In accordance with this law the sum of rotors of all strain-induced defect flows I, is zero in the hierarchy Ν of selfconsistent structure levels of deformation in a solid under loading. As a matter of fact, Eq. (5) is the continuity condition for any solid under plastic flow conditions.
Naturally the failure of a solid is related to the non-fulfillment of the continuity condition a a in the case where (rot S ) μ is not compensated by (rot R ) μ . Hence it follows that the fracture criterion can be written as (^/^) i=N >0, (rot/^) i=N =0 (6) Criterion (6) predicts the probability of both brittle and tough fracture.
5. The physics of shear instabilities relies on two approaches: -The field theory of defects in a solid under loading [2, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] with special emphasis on the collective behavior of dislocation cores and localized areas of highly excited states in stress concentration zones. -The analysis of collective defect structures based on conventional dislocation theory where dislocation cores are eliminated from consideration and only short-and long-range interactions between elastic dislocation fields in complex dislocation ensembles are examined. The field equations of motion for the quasi-homogeneous continuum of the defect flow have the form [13] :
Eqs. is the internal stress due to the continuum of defects, V and dü/dt are the respective meso-volume displacement rates due to the defect flow in the mesovolume and to the external applied stress, and ρ is the density of the medium.
The dynamics of misoriented mesoscopic substructures gives field equations of the form [14] :
Vx j = da/dt, V χ(S l a-D) = --(Bj-Ρ)-σ-pV V . at Unlike field equations (7) for non-misoriented strain-induced defect substructures, Eqs. (8) incorporate the kinematic polarization tensor Ρ -P eM + P mt and the moment polarization tensor D = Sad + μ. The field theory of defects holds much promise for description of collective effects of shear instabilities in a solid at the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale levels under deformation.
